
 

GMA Garnet Group Collection Notification Statement  

Competitions 

Please read this collection notice carefully as it will have important consequences for you in relation 
to the collection, use and disclosure of your personal information you provide to GMA Garnet Pty Ltd 
trading as GMA Garnet Group and its Related Bodies Corporate (as defined in the Corporations Act 
2001(Cth)) (we, us or our). 

1. GMA Garnet Group is the party who is collecting your personal information and can be 
contacted at privacy@gmagarnet.com or alternatively you can write to us at GMA Garnet 
Group Head Office (Level 4, 108 St Georges Terrace, Perth  Western Australia  6000).  

2. We collect your personal information in order to manage and facilitate the competitions you 
have entered and shall include but is not limited to: 

(a) your entry to and participation in the competition and any promotional and publicity 
purposes related to the competition or being a winner of the competition;  

(b) communicating with you about your participation in, or the outcome of, a 
competition; and 

(c) where you consent to receiving future marketing material from us, sending you 
updates, discounts, or other content or product awareness information and services 
that may be of interest to you, aggregating it with other information to then use it for 
marketing and consumer analytics and providing you with direct marketing 
communications from us or our related bodies (using direct mail, telemarketing, 
email, SMS and MMS messages);  

and you acknowledge and agree to your personal information being collected and used for, and in 
connection with, these purposes and any other purpose described in our Privacy Policy. 

3. If we do not collect this personal information in connection with the purposes in paragraph 2, 
or if the information is incorrect or incomplete then: 

(a) we may be unable to accept your competition entry, your entry may be disqualified or 
we may be unable to deliver your prize if you are the winner; and 

(b) we will be unable to send you direct marketing communications (unless you have 
consented to such communications through your other dealings with GMA Garnet 
Group). 

4. We may disclose your personal information to the following classes of people and 
organisations in connection with the purposes in paragraph 2:  

(a) GMA Garnet Group, its personnel and related entities; 



(b) our contractors, agents or third party providers of GMA Garnet Group who may be 
involved in the competition or who may assist GMA Garnet Group in providing our 
products and services to you, including but not limited to any IT service providers; and 

(c) any other organisation as expressly covered in our Privacy Policy. 

5. Any personal information we collect and hold may be disclosed to, and held at, a destination 
outside Australia, including but not limited to United States of America, European Union and 
the United Arab Emirates where we utilise third party service providers to assist us in 
providing our goods and services to you. Personal information may also be processed by staff 
or by other third parties operating outside Australia who work for us or for one of our 
suppliers, agents, partners or related companies. Disclosures may occur in countries other 
than those listed above. 

6. By submitting your personal information to us, you expressly agree and consent to the 
disclosure, transfer, storing or processing of your personal information outside of Australia. In 
providing this consent, you understand and acknowledge that countries outside Australia do 
not always have the same privacy protection obligations as Australia in relation to personal 
information.  

7. By providing your consent, under the Privacy Act we are not required to take such steps as 
may be reasonable in the circumstances to ensure that any recipients of your personal 
information outside of Australia do not breach the privacy principles contained within the 
Privacy Act. However, despite this, we acknowledge the importance of protecting personal 
information and have taken reasonable steps to ensure that your information is used by third 
parties securely and in accordance with the terms of our Privacy Policy. 

8. Our Privacy Policy sets out the process as to how you can access and correct any of your 
personal information collected by us, how you can make a complaint if you consider we have 
breached the Privacy Act in the handling of your personal information. Our Privacy Policy is 
available at www.gmagarnet.com/en-au/privacy-policy or you can request a copy from us at 
the above address. 

By continuing with your entry into the competition you indicate that you that you have read this 
collection notice and acknowledge that your personal information will be collected, used and 
disclosed in accordance with this collection notice and as otherwise detailed in our Privacy Policy 
and, to the extent it is necessary, that you give your voluntary express consent to us collecting, 
using, storing, disclosing and disposing of your personal information in this manner. 

 


